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FORECAST SUCCESS OF ENDOWMENT FUND DRIVE

E. H. Meiss, Law School Professor, and Norman R. Gates, Secretary, Committee Luncheon Today

CLINCHY, "IDENT. WINS PRIZE

With the conclusion of driving against toni,
the committee totaled the rapidly,
and the drama
for the $20 prize. The
the production.

The plot is constructed around two
women who are supposed to
the production.

FRANKLIN SOCIETY HOST TO PUBLICATION BOARDS

President of Alumni to Direct Sending of Commemorative Booklet

ANNUAL MAY DAY PLAY

Misses Crush, Schell Students Cke

Dr. Jean B. Beek

Continued on Page Six

FOREIGN STUDENTS

PAGANT AT BELLEVUE

"World Service," a unique and original entertainment.

It is in many ways the ideal entertainment of the

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around

The play cost the center around
Hotel Reservations
For Commencement Week

The Hotel Pennsylvania is obviously the most desirable hotel for your Commencement Week guests. As all of Philadelphia's hotels will be crowded at that time with conventions, it is advisable to make your reservations at once.

The established transient rates at the Hotel Pennsylvania, every room with private bath, are as follows:

- SINGLE: $1.50, 4.00 and 5.00
- DOUBLE: $4.00, 7.00 and 8.00

For Reservations phone Baring 1941

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA

Used Buicks
From $50 to $1500

- Buick Special
- Buick Sedan
- Buick Roadmaster
- Buick 8-3/8 Touring

Come in and see them
some are guaranteed

OTHER MAKES

Dodge Sedan
Ford Coupe
Hudson 6 or 8 Coupe
Hudson 6 or 8 Touring
Franklin Touring
Jeans Touring

West Philadelphia Buick Co.
4515 Chestnut Street

Beaston's
20% Discount

On all Banners, Eversharp Pencils and everything in proportion.

All 10 Cent Cigars 3 for 25 Cents

BEECH-NUT CHEWING GUM

Mint Flavored
Always Refreshing

Beech-Nut Fruit Drops
Lemon Lime Orange

Beech-Nut Mints
Peppermint Wintergreen Clove Spearmint

and

BEECH-NUT CARAMELLES
A Full Cream Confection

Beech-Nut Packing Company, Canajoharie, N. Y.

CalIFORNIA

New York to Los Angeles and San Francisco
Via the Panama Canal and Central America

On your trip to the Coast, enjoy the novelty of cruising in the Tropics. Not only a sea trip, but an enchanting cruise—with the thrill of going ashore at one colorful port after another. Stopovers at the Canal Zone (approximately 2 days) and at picturesque Central American and Mexican cities, 10,000-ton displacement American steamers built especially for the Tropics. All outside single and two-bunk cabins in bunks or upper berths. Electric fans in every room. Swimming tank. Deck sports. Wireless touch with shore all the way. Lowest First-Class rates ever.

First Class Fares—$250 and up

Tickets and information from any Steamer Line, Tourist, Railroad Agent or PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO. 10 Hanover Square, New York

In planning a journey to South America, no consideration is more important than the vessel that is to be your home for the voyage of several weeks. The luxuries that you have pictured as part of the palatial private yacht are realized in the appointments of the famous "Santa" steamers. The cabins (all outside) are cozy and homelike. Each meal is a dainty feast. Everything contributes to make the voyage itself as pleasant as the days that await you in the South American wonderfully.

Regular fortnightly sailings to PUNTA and CHILE through the Panama Canal. Our handsome steamers call at all the most important ports and steam into all the principal cities and to visit ancient Inca ruins. Persons on independent tours around South America all year.

Write for information and illustrated literature

South America

To THE LUXURY OF PRIVATE LUX

GRACE LINE

10 Hanover Square, New York City

We will fully educate you to sell Life Insurance.
This is a proven statement.
We now have three Pennsylvania Men who are successful. Come in to and we will tell you about it.

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.
of Pittsfield, Mass.
Everett H. Plummer, General Agent
421 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia

Service with Quality

Est. 1895
Louis M. Kolb
Master Tailor

7711 Spruce St., Basement Store
OFFICIAL Shop to student residence of universities. 15 Memorial Tower
We steam clean all clothes FREE with coat of pressing
TO HIRE—Full Dress. Tuxedo. Formal Suits
ORDERS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED
Use Kolb's Commutation Clothes Pressing Coupons
French Dry Cleaning. Rewashing and Remodeling

TRY OUR 40 CENT LUNCHEON
AT THE
BLUE LATTICE INN
3405 WALNUT STREET
REAL SOUTHERN COOKING
URGE AMERICA'S HELP IN EUROPEAN AFFAIRS AT ACADEMY SESSIONS

Noyes Believes Europe's Economic and Political Course Approaches Bankruptcy and War

GEN. BLISS FAVORS WORLD COURT

Princeton Professor Calls Attention to World Crisis at League of Nations Foundation in Europe

"Immediate cooperation with European powers is the only satisfactory way in which the United States can earn the world's respect," said the statement of Mr. Philip P. Noye, who at Princeton University yesterday spoke on the subject "America and the Peace of Europe." He was indicating to the League of Nations Foundation for discussion at its annual meeting, which opened at the Wilshire Boulevard Hotel, Los Angeles, Monday, Mr. Pierpont R. Noyse, in the course of his discussion of French political policy, expressed the opinion that Europe is economically working toward bankruptcy, politically toward war. Mr. Noye's position as an American member of the Commission of Occupation in Germany in 1919 and 1920 has given him an unusual opportunity for studying European conditions.

Many speakers were present at the opening of the League of Nations or the World Court featured discussions on Saturday. General J. K. Bliss, who presided over the World Court discussion during the International Conference in London, also urged cooperation with Europe in the formation of such a court.

Parrish & Co.

212 S. 15th St. - Philadelphia
25 Broadway - - New York

MEMBERS OF THE
New York Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Stock Exchange
New York Cotton Exchange

The Oaks, Ithaca, N.Y.

Exclusive!

College 3rd Cabin on the Cunarder SAXONIA
Sailing June 21st. Entire accommodations strictly reserved for college men at the rate of $160 ROUND TRIP

For Information Apply To
Paul Rosenbaum, '23
Emil C. Geyelin
603-605 S. 3rd St. Lombard 2461
1339 Walnut St. Walnut 0231

ON THE CAMPUS
Nela Bushnell ' Pete' Martin ' Ben' Owen

The Sportlovers Tour is your chance to see Paris and the Olympic Games at the lowest possible rates. Paris will be crowded and summer rates are 100 percent higher than last year, but the members of the Sportlovers Tour will have the full advantage of our early reservations at 1923 rates.

Every expense is included in the price of $368.00; round trip steamship fare, from Havre to Paris and return, all hotel expenses, all meals, five sightseeing trips, admission to the Games.

Sailing from New York
July 2

Sailing from Havre
August 9

30 days in Paris
14 days at Sea
A CHALLENGE

The Class of 1954, presenting with the knowledge that they have just completed the first successful endeavor dare in the history of the University, if they succeed in doing that thing which has never been done, they will have laid the foundation upon which they will build their future. The statistics for the first three days of the "prize" are very encouraging, but assure the truth of the above statement. We are sure that they will be able to light interesting facts. In this case, it is simply that the prizes are worth having. You may say that this can be expected, in view of the fact that the fraternity groups profit by organization. You know the fraternity men; they are grouped, giving the fraternity the advantage above the men whose interests are not as closely tied together. But the difference, in our way of thinking, should not be so great.

Every man in the senior class is, first of all, a Pennsylvania man, using primary abstractions or the University. Who is in behalf of the University is made, as is the case in the Endowment Drive, it is directed to every man as an individual. Whether he belong to a group designated as a fraternity, or whether he is refused in a larger group, many of whom reside at their homes in Philadelphia, should not make any difference. To every man the University has given the same chance—education. And this education has cost the University twice as much as the single point in the form before.

The Endowment Drive office is located in Room 304, Franklin Hall. Any man who is not approached by a solicitor, and that will be the exception, can fill his old gaia in Pennsylvania as proper, and send his gift to the University by same the offers and turn in his subscription to that office. To undersell men that he will lose the one-third and one-half point a day for eight years, just little mile as is that of his Alumni Association.

The statistic compiled in the course of the past three days are of a nature to lead one to look on them in light of a challenge. What will be the answer of the challenge? Will they show, in a capable way, the loyalty which many old but to believe exists in their breasts by recent events, loyalty which should exist without question, for they are Pennsylvania men. We really believe so, to be false natural giants and lack of a sense of worthiness in an organizational group has unnumbered their efforts. Nevertheless, the challenge still stands.

SLIPPING DOWNWARD

Within the last few months the prestige and pride which used to be attached to the winning of a minor sportletter has greatly diminished. Although, we still have a long list of minor sports, each of which used to be attached to the winning of a minor sportletter is used in common as minor sports. The reason for this is to let anyone who can hold a straight golf shot or make a straight west point, for the reason that they are Pennsylvania men. We really believe so, to be false natural giants and lack of a sense of worthiness in an organizational group has unnumbered their efforts. Nevertheless, the challenge still stands.

Men's Winter Shoes Made in Scotch Grain and Scotch Cut

The King of Leathers

Headquarters for J & M Shoes

For Service and protection in bad weather. Low, High, Single & Double Soles, Brogue Last. Comfortable & Good

Come be fitted out of stock where you can see what you are buying. Be fitted perfect.

HUGH CUNNINGHAM

1027 Chestnut Street

BOOT SHOP

"But it isn't like the Perry Model"

This criticism has been made of many Wide Trouser Suits. Sometimes they make the Ordinary Style Trousers that characterize the Perry Men on the real Young Felton's proposition in suits. Trousers that are straight as well wide. Jackets that are short. Vests that are straight across.-The Perry Model.

Our Super-Value Prices are 

$46, 54, 64

Plaid flannels, $10 additional.

PERRY'S 16th and Chestnut
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Last Saturday we saw what appeared to be a good joke on some strange occasion and likewise. They were found awaydilly dimming up Twenty-seventh street, apparently under the impression that it was Woodland sewer.

One of the Brothers Beattie in doing the opera in that critical way probably trying to divine means of keeping the entire street toward the store, so that pedestrians would naturally flit that way.

Well but only a philosopher would propose a law at all perishable. The Brothers would even spend a couple of hours to have it done.

It is claimed that college men make the best diplomats in an activity recently printed in the daily papers. If this is so, we will know when to ask for the majority of the present junior classmen in a few years.

We will further hypothesize that there are at least three in that same class who have taken the national bell cuts and several Government irrigation projects along with a Twenty Dollar without slipping up nearly as bad as a number of Washington official did. And if we could, we should like to have at least a few hundred good cases up to a present note with the signature of the President.

Role that word "Organize" is taken by years from J. E. Beattie's Column in the Public Ledger and we intend to use it whenever appropriate after. Better look it up.

Rilla, the College Horse, made his initial appearance in front of the laws under the other yard. While pinching pine, at this moment in front of Colonel H. W. Emsmoun, who appeared to be just as it was ordered up the great fly in the middle of Emsmoun's back. The fly was left there.

Emma Jones, one of the Cur Edend supporters has a few more months to make her last day, when she will be the male multitudes when one can buy a cow of Twenty five and sixpence horse.

Emma remarks also that the fraternity men are very much like the Alice. You'll be able to find one person and then all the rest. "It's the way," she says, and it is expected not to come out of the UI, you go out with one of them, you have got to with the while fraternity remains true and the same old men.

On the other hand, one of our regular academic clubs is only to have a way to fill in here with a Cord. Riling the "right side" method and then never looking back again.

After all there is no such thing to the claim of certain cigarette manufacturers that they would walk a man for a dollar. We were raising the monthly of a man who ran five miles for a fun.

"Past to Event Managers in National Parks." Can't say that there is anything to it but this certain looks like a good opportunity at the Library.

Some of the fraternity that didn't face to well that not and rushing Ranch have warmed enough that in the time that applications for superior Forbes in the honor fraternity must be filled.

Suggested slogan—Philadelphia, the City of Energy love.

This looks under done is how banishment would not, without further competition, to the senior who carried in a research on the number of common that can be written from a single bottle of ink.

The modes of the men were rather than on the north end of Logan Hall has improved remarkably in the last few years. Instead of always they can water, and watered and watered the outside and the inside having further discrediting the building.

What has every sophomore class failed to do? To make a hole on May Day.

Oil, plus Emma Jones, Gina, Joe and Scott.

It is an unfortunate situation when a minor sportletter failed into empty fountain, but it is a fact at Pennsylvania. The reason, on the cause, are the hard to keep. Minor sports, more active now than since they have ever been, there are more and more going on. But it is the same which they want, the reward of mortifications that they report at the end of the season. Perhaps this may be a healthy indication but nevertheless, we would like to see a little more pride in that go attached to the winning of one of these awards.
Welcome to New York and the Alamac 144 S. Prot St. open all night. 

Prescriptions  Toilet Articles

Hotel Pennsylvania, Thirty-ninth at Chestnut Street

Preston 1923

GEUTING'S SHOES for MEN

As Campus Representative for

Every Monday & Tuesday

There is a Permanent Display of GEUTING'S STYLES in GOMMY'S Window—Stop and Look 'Em Over

Three Geuting Stores—1250 Market—1303 Chestnut—19 South 11th
LACROSSE BLANKETS by FAST LEHIGH TEAM

In a fast and hard-fought game the red and blue lacrosse teams sustained another defeat by the latter when they were upsetted by the strong Lehigh twelve, 9 to 7, South Bethlehem, by the score of 59. This is the first tilt of the season in which the Pennsylvania stick-slingers have been made to work. Lehigh has lost only one game so far this season, to St. Louis, and according to the standing of the teams in the Inter-Collegiate League at the present time, they should take either first place or tie for the championship.

At the close of the initial period the score was 59 in favor of the Up-Beaters. Many attempts were made by the University team to score, according to the excellent work of the Brown and White defense, who held the attack with an iron hold. Most of the time, they were unable to obtain a score. The blue, as a rule, as the act which were made by the red and blue attack were stopped successfully by the Lehigh goal keeper, who was doing his outstanding player all through the game.

FRANKLIN SOCIETY HOST TO PUBLICATION BOARDS

Continued from Page One

Evidence on your part, however, abounds in a great interest in all publication work. In order that the Board may make the required reservations, all who are entitled to representation are requested to call for them at the office of Franklin Society, Room 12, in basement of Houston Hall, not later than tomorrow meeting. In charge will be made for this service.

On Tuesday evening the meeting will meet to elect to membership nine new students to fill the seats which have been announced at the banquet. The resolution asks that all members present request their vote upon eligibility for membership.

A. C. CAMP PROVIDES FOR UNDERNOURISHED KIDS

Continued from Page One

At the end of each camp period, those members who are not sure of their returns may call on Fred. O. How at the Christian Association, to get reservations made. The camp schedule for the summer has been announced. Departures will be: June 2 to 7; July 2 to 12; July 14 to 25. Room rates will be 

NOTICES

Continued from Page Two

Judges will mail applications to E. S. Lowry, 226 Locust street.

SECOND—A representative of the Harvard-Anderson and Inducement Company of Philadelphia, will address all seniors in Room 30, Living Hall at 11 a. m. on the subject: "He is his own security for safety and inspection work.

Submarine Prize—The selection for the Submarine Prize will be held on Friday, May 27, in Room 30, College Hall. The prize consists of $50 in gold and $40 in cash for the best examination in knowledge and the use of the German language. It is open to all regular University students taking German.

Fresno Banquet Committee—Striking of light-sensitive photographic plate must be made in Room 30 Beldon White at 1:15 P. M. tomorrow morning.

Hygiene—Lectures have been resumed.

Sous-Rézo—Meetings of both the RZC and the Greek Record boards at 5 o'clock today. May 16 in Room 11, Bontine Hall. Very important.

Wharton Service—A representative of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, of New York, will be in Room 321 Logan Hall tomorrow, May 30, at 4 P. M. to interview supplemnetes and juniers who are interested in summer work with the company.

WINTER'S WANT AS LOGAN

Pius Students in Demand

Public men are in such demand that a two-year scholarship has been offered to Colman's political slum. Although the scholarship is not offered officially by the university, it is open to all students. J. J. Fagan, dance hall proprietor, is offering the award, declaring he is a firm believer in the "old fashioned spirit."